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The table below indicates Momentum’s views on the outlook and one-year forecasts for key economic variables and asset classes. For a more detailed analysis, read the expanded
houseview at the end of this document.

One-year projection
0.9%
(2017 average)

Growth
Inflation1

4.8%

Currency2

R14.20 per US $1
7.0% repo
(10.5% prime)

Interest rates3
Cash4

2

3
4
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6
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Real economic activity likely bottomed in 2016. While higher anticipated global growth should spur export volumes, dampened
sentiment (on account of unsettled politics and negative ratings action) should cap the recovery in domestic demand in 2017.
Higher agricultural output expected to aid food disinflation, but a higher degree of exchange rate volatility (sparked by increased policy
uncertainty and a downgrade to junk status) poses a significant upside risk to the expected inflation trajectory.
Fresh domestic political upheaval has overshadowed previous gains in the rand that were driven by improving fundamentals across
commodity exporters. A vulnerability to possible capital flow reversals could keep the rand on the back foot for a longer period.
Should domestic political disorder lead to a sustained weakening in the rand, the anticipated relief in inflation would be limited,
weakening prospects for lower interest rates from the current 7% level.

7.7%

Decent risk-adjusted returns are expected in a low-return environment, but re-investment risk rises as the local rate cycle peaks.

Government bonds

10.9%

Expected disinflation fundamentally supportive. SA government bonds do not appear expensive versus history.

Inflation-linked
bonds (ILBs)

8.0%

We continue to favour nominal bonds over inflation-linked bonds. Despite narrowing, the inflation premium still looks too high in
our view.

Listed property6

14.4%

Strong property returns expected from the current property rating. Valuation has improved meaningfully against SA nominal bonds.

Equity7

11.7%

Higher commodity prices and a marginal domestic growth uptick are expected to drive a recovery in earnings. Valuations have
improved meaningfully due to a sideways-tracking market over the past two-and-a-half years.

Global equities8

14.1%

A strong US dollar associated with global reflation and relative valuations are currently favouring equities over bonds. Moreover,
equities tend to outperform bonds in a rising interest rate cycle.

Global bonds9

2.2%

A reflationary environment associated with rising US rates should be fundamentally negative for global bonds.

Global cash

4.9%

Notwithstanding likely additional interest rate increases in the US, interest rates continue tracking close to historical lows. As such, we
expect the rand view to be the dominant driver of local currency returns.

5

1

Weighting bias

Based on a blended combination of top-down (changes in the output gap, labour cost and foreign exchange dynamics) and bottom-up (view on sector-specific pricing power effects) models.
We start with our view on the US dollar (driven by our views on global risk appetite, growth differentials and rate differentials). We then determine our view on SA’s current account balance (driven by expected change in net export prices and volumes,
as well as change in net income and dividend payments). Finally, we take a view on the net impact of the change in net foreign capital inflows. Inflation differentials are not a driver of a one-year view on the rand.
Based on our view of projected inflation and growth.
Based on a combination of the one-year negotiable certificate of deposit (NCD) rate and the current SA repo rate.
Based on our view on the evolution of the yield curve, anchored by our short-rate view (for net capital gain or loss), adjusted for running yield of ten-year SA government bond benchmark (for income yield).
Based on our bond yield and inflation forecasts and expected distribution growth.
Based on our earnings estimates and the implied change in market rating associated with this expected earnings from our rating model.
A blend of expected returns from the US, other developed markets and emerging markets.
A blend of expected returns from sovereign, high-grade and high-yield fixed-income instruments.
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What we expect will happen… (Quarter April 2017 to June 2017)
Growth

Inflation

The currency

Interest rates

Cash

Government bonds

A greater degree of political
uncertainty is likely to keep
consumer and business
sentiment at depressed
levels, limiting the recovery in
domestic demand. A marginal
recovery in SA growth in 2017
is expected to benefit from a
gradual inventory rebuild and a
slight uptick in exports, thanks
to an anticipated recovery in
global growth.

Higher agricultural output
should aid food disinflation this
year, following a devastating
drought in 2016. However,
the rand, recently jolted by
increased political uncertainty
and a sovereign ratings
downgrade, has re-emerged as
a key upside risk to the inflation
trajectory. Despite nudging
lower in the first quarter of
2017, longer-dated inflation
expectations remain stubbornly
anchored at the upper end of
the inflation target band, posing
an additional second-round
inflation threat.

Earlier rand strength
(benefiting from improving
macro-fundamentals across
commodity-exporting
countries) was recently
overshadowed by heightened
local political uncertainty and
an unfavourable move in SA’s
sovereign rating. In our view,
the rand remains vulnerable to
domestic political tensions and
a potential reversal in foreign
capital inflows.

Persistent rand weakness
in light of continued political
uncertainty could limit the
anticipated relief in the inflation
profile, ultimately raising the
bar for interest rate cuts from
the current 7% level.

Domestic cash is expected to
deliver decent risk-adjusted
returns in a low-return
environment. However,
reinvestment risk is set to
increase in response to a likely
peak being reached in the local
interest rate cycle.

SA nominal bonds should be
fundamentally supported by
a strong anticipated domestic
disinflationary trend, while
attractive valuations are
underlined by historicallyhigh real rates, as well as
an historically-elevated risk
spread premium to US bonds.
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What we expect will happen… (Quarter April 2017 to June 2017)
Inflation-linked bonds

Listed property

Equities

Global equities

Global bonds

Global cash

Despite narrowing, the inflation
premium remains too high,
leaving us favouring nominal
bonds over inflation-linked
bonds. Based on our view on
domestic inflation, inflation
carry is expected to dwindle
going forward.

Listed property’s relative
valuation against nominal
bonds has improved
meaningfully since 2015 and
is now close to its five-year
average. We expect strong
property returns from the
current rating.

SA equity valuations have
improved meaningfully. Not
only has the market tracked
sideways over the past
two-and-a-half years, but
a significant profit rebound
from a low base is expected.
Higher commodity prices
and a mild domestic growth
uptick are expected to drive
the anticipated recovery in
earnings. In addition, SA
equities generally perform well
during rising US interest rate
cycles.

Global equities are likely to
benefit from an expected firmer
US dollar, a rising US interest
rate cycle and favourable
relative valuations. Regionally,
we see strong earnings support
for the Eurozone and Japan,
while US margins appear to
be at risk from a tightening
labour market. A widening
growth differential between
emerging and developed
markets is positive for relative
emerging market performance,
but higher US interest rates,
a strong US dollar and trade
protectionism pose risks.

Even though the valuation gap
has narrowed, global bond
valuations relative to global
equities remain very expensive.
Moreover, bonds tend to
underperform equities in a
reflation environment, where
further interest rate hikes by
the US Federal Reserve are
envisaged in response to a
tight labour market and higher
inflation.

Even though interest rates are
expected to climb further in the
US, globally, interest rates are
still tracking close to historical
lows. As such, we expect the
rand view to be the dominant
driver of local currency returns.
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Disclaimer:
The document should not be seen as an offer to purchase any specific product and is not to be construed as advice or guidance in any form whatsoever. Investors are encouraged to obtain independent professional investment advice before investing in any of Momentum
Asset Management (Pty) Limited’s (“MomentumAM”) products. Investors should be aware that investing in a financial product entails a level of risk which depends on the nature of the investment. The merits of any investment should be considered together with the
investor’s specific risk profile and investment objectives. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Fluctuations in exchange rates and underlying investments may cause the value of international investments or underlying investments, if included
in the mandate, to go up or down. Illustrations are not guaranteed but are for illustrative purposes only.
The Conflict of Interest Management Policy and the Complaints Resolution Policy and Procedure may be accessed on www.momentum.co.za/assetmanagement or may be requested from the Compliance Department. Some authorised representatives of MomentumAM may
be rendering financial services under supervision. MomentumAM may not request or induce in any manner a client to waive any right or benefit conferred on the client by or in terms of any provision of the FAIS General Code of Conduct, or recognise, accept or act on any
such waiver by the client.

Momentum Asset Management (Pty) Ltd
13th Floor Tower 2 102 Rivonia Road Sandton 2196 Private Bag X9959 Sandton 2146
Telephone +27 (0)11 505 1000 Facsimile +27 11 505 1440 AM.Info@momentum.co.za www.momentum.co.za/assetmanagement
Momentum Asset Management, registration number: 1987/004655/07, VAT No. 4200149096, is an authorised financial services provider,
FSP licence number 623 and an approved Retirement Fund Administrator (No. 24/34).

